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ABSTRACT
In practice, many organizations rely on cloning to implement customer-specific variants of a system. While this approach can have several disadvantages, organizations fear to extract reusable features later on, due to the corresponding efforts and risks. A particularly challenging and poorly supported task is to decide which features to extract. To tackle this problem, we aim to develop a recommender system that proposes suitable features based on automated analyses of the cloned legacy systems. In this paper, we sketch this recommender and its empirically derived metrics, which comprise cohesion, impact, and costs of features as well as the users’ previous decisions. Overall, we will facilitate the adoption of systematic reuse based on an integrated platform.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software product lines;
• Software reverse engineering; Risk management;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software reuse is one of the most important concepts in software engineering, reducing development and, if done systematically, maintenance costs [3, 30]. However, organizations mostly apply reuse by cloning and then adapting systems to new customer requirements [3, 8, 28]. This is referred to as clone-and-own approach, which is easy to use and requires no initial planning. Still, this approach also results in several separated clones that must be maintained. Here, the problem of change propagation [24] to introduce new features or to fix bugs can drastically increase the maintenance costs, as each variant must be considered individually.

A systematic approach to reuse variants are software product lines (SPLs) [3, 6]. In an SPL, features (e.g., movement commands [4, 15]) are used to describe common and variable functionalities of variants. These features are modeled in a variability model [7] – to document their interdependencies – and are implemented only once. Instead of cloning and changing all code for each new variant, only new features are introduced into the SPL. Then, a valid set of features, a configuration, is selected to derive a variant. In practice, SPLs are mostly implemented with preprocessors that annotate features in a single code base [3, 21]. However, preprocessors usually do not allow to physically separate and compose features.

Physical separation promises several benefits, such as, improved traceability and modularity [3]. Despite such promises, organizations fear to migrate from cloned variants towards a composition-based SPL, due to the corresponding costs and risks [14, 28]. A particular challenge is to decide which features are suitable and necessary to extract from the legacy systems. Numerous factors influence such a decision including, for example, a feature’s granularity, its usage among variants, its extraction costs, and the potential savings. Consequently, these decisions are heavily based on intuition, as empirical data and tools are still missing [13, 29].

To tackle this problem, we conduct empirical studies on physical separation of features. We identify characteristics and thresholds to support the decision whether a feature is suitable to extract from a legacy system. In this paper, we describe our overall goal: We aim to implement a recommender that analyzes characteristics of the features in legacy systems and assesses their potential for extraction. The metrics and thresholds can be customized by developers, but we aim to provide default values. Thus, we facilitate the extraction of features into a reusable, composition-based platform.

2 THE RECOMMENDER
With our recommender, we aim to analyze features in legacy systems and suggest those that promise benefits if they are physically separated. In contrast to solely intuitive decisions, we will base our recommender on empirical data.

Input For the first version, we solely rely on the source code of the legacy systems: All features of interest have to be annotated in at least one system. Feature location [26] and code clone detection [25] can be combined to locate and mark the code of optional and mandatory features [11, 12, 15, 17]. These annotations allow our recommender to identify all features and compute metrics for them. In later versions, we will include additional information sources as input, for example, version control systems. Thus, we aim to include previous decisions of the developer and collaborators.

Metrics Decision whether feature extraction may be beneficial is a challenging task including several uncertainties and metrics. Consequently, we can hardly include all metrics, but will support developers to add additional ones, if necessary. Based on our research [14–19], we will initially include the following metrics:

Size, scattering, and tangling: These metrics are well established to measure the size and distribution of a feature in the source code. Our findings [15, 16, 18, 19] indicate that these metrics are essential...
to decide when to extract a feature. For example, our studies show that larger, cohesive units of code that have few dependencies with the remaining system are preferable to extract. These metrics also seem to differ for optional and mandatory features, potentially allowing our recommender to identify this property automatically.

Impact analysis: It is important to identify how a feature is integrated within the SPL. Features that are used by several or all (i.e., mandatory) variants are more useful to extract than those that are specific for a single variant [15, 17]. In addition, dependencies to other features indicate how many changes are necessary to extract a feature and still allow to instantiate the legacy systems. Later on, providing an additional feature model can extend this analysis.

Costs and savings: For organizations, costs and savings are the most important metrics [5]. Only if extracting a feature promises a reasonable relation of risks, investments, and benefits, an organization can be convinced. Despite research on this topic, empirical data on the costs of feature extraction are still missing [14, 18]. To gain such data, we conduct empirical studies in organizations. Here, we analyze SPL engineering, clone-and-own approaches, and the migration to abstract associated tasks and costs of each scenario. Based on these studies, we aim to derive a model that translates our other metrics into costs by considering the necessary tasks.

For each metric, we aim to provide computations and thresholds based on empirical studies, but also allow users to adapt these to their needs. Later on, we will include further metrics and additional information sources, for example, based on version control systems. Output: As output for our recommender, we envision information sheets that summarize the metrics for each feature [15]. These sheets shall contain estimations for the costs of extraction and potential benefits. A ranked list or matrix of features – using normalized metrics – can be generated to provide an overview of all features. Here, the developer can mark (e.g., suitable) features and the recommender shall use such markings to rank other features.

3 DISCUSSION

Novelty: We are unaware of any recommender that automatically analyzes legacy systems to decide which features are suitable for physical separation. Our goal is to provide such a recommender that can be included into any analysis tool and process. While some of our metrics are well-known in the SPL community, most still need empirical investigations, for example, considering mandatory features, their dependencies, and costs [14, 15]. Consequently, feature extraction is often solely based on intuition instead of empirical data. Our research provides insights into the usefulness of specific metrics, the importance of features in an SPL’s architecture, as well as extraction costs. Overall, we facilitate the introduction of systematic reuse based on composition into practice.

Contributions: Overall, our contributions and results will include:

- Empirical analyses on features and their characteristics. Our analyses include, for example, code comprehension, architectural alignment, and costs [14, 15, 19]. The results help to better understand such factors, supporting practitioners and further research on feature-oriented software reuse.
- A set of metrics and thresholds derived from empirical studies [13, 15, 16, 18]. We aim to utilize experiments but also developers’ experiences to derive recommended thresholds.
- A model to describe tasks and costs of extracting features from legacy systems [14]. Thus, we help organizations to better understand corresponding costs, risks, and benefits.
- A recommender system that includes these contributions in a single tool. We will implement it in a way that facilitates reuse and extensibility for different projects and processes.

Overall, our contributions help to better understand composition-based software reuse. We facilitate the adoption of such approaches and support organizations in making a reasonable decision.

Ongoing Work: Our main task for future research is to conduct further studies on different characteristics of software features and their extraction. Currently, we are focusing on practical investigations on tasks, costs, and experiences of organizations that have extracted features. Here, we aim to refine our metrics and identify suitable thresholds. Based on the results, we will implement our recommender system and potentially integrate it into an existing tool to facilitate evaluations. Consequently, parts of our research also investigate the initial steps of feature location and following steps of the actual extraction.

4 RELATED WORK

We are unaware of a recommender that is based on empirical data and supports the decision whether to extract a feature. Some recommender systems for SPLs investigate the extraction of variability models from legacy artifacts [10, 27], support configuration processes [23], or propose variability points in general [31]. Closest to our approach seems to be VarMeR [31], which focuses on visualizing commonalities and variability between cloned variants and proposes polymorphism to improve reuse. In contrast, we focus on a feature-oriented notion instead of sole code reuse, base our recommendations on empirical data, and incorporate cost estimations.

Some approaches aim to automatically detect refactoring opportunities in source code [1, 9]. Mostly, the purpose of such approaches is to improve the source code and to remove code smells or code clones. Still, the defined metrics and detection approaches can complement our work on physical separation of features.

There exist empirical studies on features and their characteristics [20, 21, 29] as well as on costs of SPL adoption [2, 22]. However, the existing studies are often focused solely on variable features and also limited in their validity [13, 15, 29]. Similarly, current cost models have shortcomings considering empirical data, practical evaluations, and focus on SPL extraction [2, 14]. We base our research on such works, but will complement and extend them.

5 CONCLUSION

Physically separating features from legacy systems promises benefits, but is also connected to costs and risks. In practice, features are typically separated based on intuition, as metrics and data to reason about this approach are missing. Within this paper, we sketched a recommender system to facilitate such decisions. Based on automated analyses and developers’ preferences, it ranks features that are suitable for extraction and estimates corresponding efforts. To provide a substantial basis, we conduct several empirical studies to scope our recommender and provide a practically useful tool.
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